
‘What Matters?’ Educator Programme FAQs 

1. What modules can I take? 

Our modules are released monthly. Each are designed to be between 90 and 180 minutes long, with 

accompanying elective ‘mini-modules’. 

1. Towards Sustainable and Circular Futures 
2. Owning your Wellbeing 
3. Creativity and the Curriculum 

4. Learn to Collaborate, Collaborate to Learn 

5. What Matters? A Consolidation Module 

2. How many modules do I need to take to be eligible for the onsite programme? 

Completion of 3 modules gains an invitation to the onsite experience. Though we recommend you 
complete all 5 modules and as many electives as possible. This will lay the knowledge foundations 

for you to make the most of the onsite programme. 

3. Will there be any COVID-19 safety measures? 

Yes. We have been working hard behind the scenes to ensure we  can adhere to 

government-recommended COVID-19 measures. This includes: 

- Limited number of people in onsite learning groups (max. 6, but may change subject to 
government advice) 

- 2-metre social distancing at all times 

- Mostly outdoors learning (weather permitting) 
- We ask that face masks or coverings are worn when indoors 
- Thorough sanitisation of communal areas and accommodation 

- Hand sanitiser can be found throughout the site 

4. How do I navigate the modules? 

Each module is divided into smaller sub-sections, or ‘components’.  You can either complete the 

module in one go, or complete a component at a time.  

Use the slider menu to locate the component(s) you would like to complete. 

 



5. When I press ‘play’ on the Towards a Sustainable & Circular Future module, the slides seem to 

jump around. 

We recommend you navigate through the slides on the Towards a Sustainable & Circular Future 

using the ‘>’ icon.  

Listen to the recording, complete the activities and move on to the next slide using the ‘>’ button. 

 

Pressing the video directly or anywhere else on screen or page may cause it to jump. 

 

5. How do I access the ‘electives’? 

Towards the bottom of the module page, you should find the electives section. Use the scroller 

menu arrows (>) to navigate the elective options, then click ‘access the resource’. 

 

6. What do I do once I’ve completed a module? 

Once you’ve completed a module, make sure to register your completion, work through any 
electives and resources at your own pace, and get talking with your peers on our Collaboration 
Space (see next section). To register your completion of the module, scroll to the bottom of the page 

and click here: 



 

 

7. What is the ‘Collaboration Space’ and how do I use it? 

The Collaboration Space is a private group (only for the use of those enrolled on the module) on our 
Cymbrogi Futures Network. It is a space where you can ask any questions or share thoughts and 

musings you may have about the content.  Your questions will either be answered by the Module 
Lead and Facilitators (and discussed in our monthly Q&As), or by one of your fellow Cymbrogi 

Companions. 

Please feel free to use this space to discuss anything around the module – you can answer your 

peers’ questions; add to discussion threads; or create your own discussion. It is a space where you 

can share resources, lesson ideas and experiences 

You will find the space by following this link https://cymbrogi-futures.mn.co/feed. Follow ‘Groups’ 

option on the left-hand menu and enter your module’s Collaboration Space. 

 

https://cymbrogi-futures.mn.co/feed


8. What is the difference between Cymbrogi Futures and Cymbrogi Learn? 

Cymbrogi Futures is the legal name of the company we have established, and the umbrella 

organisation through which all our activities and business will be managed.  Cymbrogi Learn is the 
platform within Cymbrogi Futures that delivers all aspects of our programmes, resources and 

activities.  

9. I still have more questions - who can I contact? 

If your questions remain unanswered from these FAQs, please send us an email on 

cymbrogifutures@gmail.com. We will be happy to answer any questions or troubleshoot any issues 

you may have come across. 

mailto:cymbrogifutures@gmail.com

